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THE PROBLEM 

When high winds from tornadoes 
and hurricanes damage signs and 
traffic signal structures, no one is 
surprised. However, cantilevered search project, a 14.6 m (48-foot) in single-mast traffic structures, once 
traffic signal structures can vibrate mast arm failed and fell to the ground the reason for the motion was deter
(Fig. 1) under certain low-speed in Dalhart, Texas, in November 1991. mined. This article will discuss the 
wind conditions (4.5 to 13.4 mls [10 A fatigue crack had developed at the results of this objective. 
to 30 mph]) . The horizontal arm can connection of the arm to the vertical 
flex up and down as much as 610 pole. Fortunately, no one was in
mrn (24 inches). Not only is this mo jured. THE CAUSE 
tion distracting to motorists, it also One objective of Research Project 
can fatigue the metal in the mast TECH 0-1303, Wind Load Effects The Project 0-1303 team at the 
arm. While fatigue failures are not on Signs, Luminaires, and Traffic Wind Research Center of Texas Tech 
common, they do occur. For in Structutes, was to develop ways to University found that the signal head 
stance, during the course of this re- stop or reduce large-scale vibrations most at risk was a horizontal one 

FIG. 1: An in-service traffic signal structure exhibiting galloping. 

Photo composite by Michael Gray, Center for Transportation Research. 
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with a back plate. This type is prone 
to violent motion when the wind is 
coming from behind. Mast arms with 
vertical signal heads, even with back 
plates, do not flex much. Two possi
bilities are vortex shedding and gal
loping oscillations. 

Vortex Shedding 
Vortex shedding means that, in an 

object's wake, eddies form that ro
tate in alternate directions. Shear 
layers on opposite sides of the object 
cause this rotational change. When a 
bluff body (like a signal head) sheds 
vortices, the pressure on each side of 
the object is reduced and increased 
alternately. Vortex shedding fre
quency depends on the cross section 
of the object and the free wind (or 
fluid) speed. If the structure's reso
nant frequency is close to the vortex 
shedding frequency, motion 90° to 
the wind direction can be induced. 

Water table experiments ruled out 
vortex shedding alone as the cause 
of the violent motion in the Texas 
signal head configuration. These ex
periments showed a mismatch be
tween the frequency of vortex shed
ding and the resonant frequency of 
the signal structure. 

Galloping 
Why a signal structure will gallop 

(flex rhythmically and repeatedly) is 

complex. It depends on signal head 
shape, arm configuration, wind char
acteristics (direction, speed, and tur
bulence), structure stiffness, the na
tural frequency of the structure, and 
other factors . Galloping also requires 
some disturbance to get it going. 
Traffic wake effects, wind gusts, or 
vortex shedding are types of distur
bance that can induce galloping. 

The disturbance produces a change 
in the aerodynamic forces acting on 
the signal head. Negative aerody
namic damping changes the apparent 
wind angle from straight to down
ward. The signal head is forced 
downward. As structural stiffness de
celerates this downward motion, the 
apparent wind angle and aerody
namic force return to zero. The 
structure moves up towards neutral, 
changing the apparent wind angle to 
an upward one. Because the aerody
namic force is aligned with the mo
tion, the arm overshoots the neutral 
position upward. Structural stiffness 
decelerates this upward motion. The 
apparent wind angle and aerody
namic force return to zero. The arm 
moves down towards neutral. The 
apparent wind angle changes to a 
downward one. The arm is deflected 
to below the neutral axis, and the 
cycle starts over. 

Results from towing eight con
figurations of a full-size, back-plated 

signal head in Tech's tow tank sug
gested galloping as the prime cause 
of the violent motion. (See the side
bar: Tech's Tow Tank.) The com
plexity of galloping precludes devel
oping predictive or preventive design 
procedures . Fortunately, there are 
ways to damp the motion of a traffic 
signal structure that is known to gallop. 

A SOLUTION 

The research team conducted field 
tests at the Wind Engineering Re
search Field Laboratory. These field 
tests were to verify the tow tank re
sults and to test the effectiveness of 
vibration-damping methods. Re
searchers constructed a rotatable 
base. When clamped, the base has 
the same foundation rigidity as a 
structure in service (Figs. 2 and 3). 
The rotatable base allowed the re
searchers to control the wind angle 
on the signal structure. This control 
enabled them to use any wind of the 
right speed, no matter what the di
rection. Two instrumented signal 
structures were tested. First, the re
searchers erected and tested a 12.2 
m (40-foot) older type of mast arm 
(Fig. 4) . After they finished testing 
it, they replaced it with a 14.6 m 
(48-foot) cantilevered arm structure 
meeting all current TxDOT specifi
cations. 

Signal Structure Pole 

Signal Structure 

Clamping Bolts 

Signal Structure 

r Anchor Bolts 

Top Plate 
(Rotates) 

Turret Bearing 
(Rotates) ---=::.....--~t-----tt-J 

>1":~~ ~\"'f!~ ~_, ~ ."". 1..~~:. ... ~. 

Ground 
Level r 

FIG. 2: Foundation schematic for rotatable base. FIG. 3: The finished rotatable base. 
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FIG. 4: Overall view of 12.2 m (40-foot) traffic signal structure and rotatable 
base. Two signal heads have been mounted on the arm. Note meteorological 

tower in the back ground. This 49 m (160-foot) tower carries instrumentation to 
measure wind speed, wind direction, temperature, barometric pressure, and 

relative humidity at five separate elevations. 

Field Confirmation 
Initial field test data confirmed 

the tow tank results. Field and tow 
tank data indicated that configuration 
5 (Fig. 5) was the only one prone to 
galloping. The researchers determined 
that, once the mast tip deflection ex
ceeds ± 200 mm (± 8 inches), the 
motion is probably due to galloping, 
may be distracting to motorists, and 
mayor may not pose a fatigue prob
lem to the structure. Galloping ex
ceeding ± 200 mm (± 8 inches) oc
curred during the field tests only 
under a narrow range of conditions: 

* 	wind blowing from the back side 
of a traffic signal head in configu
ration 5 

* 	wind direction within ± 7.5 0 nor
mal to the back side of the signal 
head 

* 	steady wind speed ranging from 
4.5 to 13.4 mJs (10 to 30 mph) 

) Damping Methods Tried 
Using this narrow range of condi

tions to induce galloping in the 14.6 
m (48-foot) arm structure, the re
searchers tested the effectiveness of 

three techniques for damping gallop
ing. 

* a tuned mass damper, sometimes 
called a dynamic absorber, a tech
nique frequently used in taU build
ings to suppress wind vibrations 
and earthquake forces 

* a liquid-tuned damper that dis
sipates energy by sloshing water 

Arm 

Force Vector 

or other liquid. The Japanese have 
used this method to damp wind
induced vibrations in tall build
ings.

* a damping plate (wing). With 
some success, a few TxDOT 
maintenance personnel have used 
damping plates made from hori
zontal sign blanks. 

The tuned mass damper proved 
impractical to attach to a mast arm. 
The liquid-tuned damper was a 914 
mm (3-foot) piece of PVC pipe par
tially filled with water that was in
serted into the mast arm. It did not 
dissipate sufficient energy to be ef
fective. In some cases, it increased 
the vibration amplitude. The re
searchers do not recommend either 
ofIthese methods. 

Instead, they concentrated their 
efforts on verifying the concept of 
tl)e horizontal sign blank damping 
p ate and on determining the opti
mum size and mounting location. 
They tried the configuration most of
ten used in the field: a 230 mm by 
910 mm (9-by-36-inch) sign blank 
mounted on a section of bare mast 
arm away from the signal head. They 
also tried a 410 mm by 1680 mm 
(16-by-66-inch) sign blank mounted 
directly above the signal head. The 
smaller damping plate mounted away 
from the signal head was not effec
tiwe. 

y 

Lx 
The signal was installed with 
15 degrees of tilt because of 
interference between the back 
plate and the mounting pole. 

Back Plate 

FIG. 5: Tow tank data indicated that this co ''figuration would be the most likely 
to gallop of all eight configurations tested. Full-scale field tests concurred. 
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What Worked 
The larger sign blank mounted at 

least 80 mm (3 inches) directly 
above the signal head effectively 
damped the galloping motion (Fig. 
6). This method has three clear ad
vantages. 

* It requires no knowledge of the 
dynarrllc characteristics of the ex
isting structure 

* 	Materials are readily available and 
easily installed by TxDOT main
tenance personnel 

* 	A damping plate, since it is edge
on to the line of sight, is not a 
distraction to motorists 

CONCLUSIONS 

Under certain conditions, single
armed signal structures can "gallop." 
The free end of the arm may flex up 
and down as much as 610 mm (24 
inches). Galloping can distract mo
torists and can potentially shorten 
structural fatigue life. 

Galloping depends on the signal 
head configuration, the natural fre
quency and stiffness of the structure, 
and the wind environment. Currently, 
engineers cannot practically predict 
with certainty whether a particular 
signal structure will gallop. 

, .. . : . 

Arm 

No Back Plate ~: 

FIG. 7: The configuration least 
likely to gallop has no back plate 
and is in line with the mast arm. 

FIG. 6: Large damping plate mounted on signal structure. 

Where galloping has been a prob
lem in the past, the researchers rec
ommend that TxDOT personnel ob
serve the behavior of any newly 
installed mast arm structure. Make 
the observation in a 4.5 to 9 mls (10 
to 20 mph) wind, with the wind at 
the back of the signal head . If the 
arm tip moves more than ± 200 mm 
(8 inches), apply damping measures. 
Use one of these measures: 

* 	Remove the signal head back 
plate, when feasible, and put the 

No Back Jf 

Plate J ' 


FIG. 8: Without a back plate, this 
configuration is not prone to 

galloping. 

signal head in line with the mast 
arm (Fig. 7) or at right angles 
(Fig. 8) 

* Change the arm/signal head con
figuration from an unstable 15° 
tilt to a more stable one (Fig. 9)

* 	Install a large damping plate 
(wing) over the signal head near
est the free end of the mast arm 
(Fig. 10) 

For more information, contact 
Tim Bradberry, P.E ., DES, at (512) 
416-2179. 

Back Plate ----t~~1 

FIG. 9: A more stable configuration 
for a horizontal signal head with a 

back plate. 
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~ 
410 mm by 1,680 mm 

(16" x 66") 

410 mm (16") 

180 mm ::s; X ::s; 152 mm 
(3" ::s; X ::s; 6")____.L

\+-----Arm 

559 mm 
(22") 

Back Plate ------+ 

FIG. 10: Mounting arrangement for large damping plate (wing). 

FIG. 7: General view of tow tank. 
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CLEARING THE AIR: NEW MODEL RATES PROJECTS FOR 
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PROBLEM 

Under the Clean Air Act Amend
ments (CAAA) of 1990, metropoli
tan areas out of compliance 
nonattainment areas - must reduce 
mobile source emissions and im
prove air quality. Specifically, the 
nonattainment areas must reduce 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
various nitrogen oxides (NOx), car
bon monoxide (CO), and particulate 
matter (PM-I0) emissions produced 
by traffic along urban roadways . 
VOCs and NOx from vehicles con
tribute to the formation of ozone. 
Vehicles also produce much of the 
CO pollution. 

The CAAA sets out a schedule 
for metropolitan areas to start air 
quality programs. Areas not meeting 
this schedule face sanctions, such as 
the withholding of federal highway 
funds. To assist metropolitan areas 
with the implementation of improve
ment projects, the Intermodal Sur
face Transportation Efficiency Act of 
1991 outlined a Congestion Mitiga
tion/Air Quality (CM/AQ) program. 

The CM/AQ program provides an 
avenue for nonattainment areas to al
locate funding to transportation pro
jects, innovative strategies, and new 
technologies that reduce mobile source 
emissions. However, funding through 
CMIAQ requires that metropolitan 
areas document emission benefits for 
proposed projects. 

To do so, transportation planners 
need a sound analytical method to 
evaluate proposed projects. A variety 
of analysis programs exist. However, 
no single program combined the 
flexibility and the update capabilities 
that the Texas Department of Trans
portation (TxDOT) wanted to evalu
ate projects in EI Paso, Houston, 

What improvements will best reduce 
mobile source emissions? 

Dallas/Fort Worth , and Beaumontl 
Port Arthur. TxDOT contracted with 
Texas Transportation Institute (TTl) 
to develop an accurate, flexible soft
ware package that could be updated 
and adjusted. 

RESEARCH SOLUTION 

Transportation professionals have 
long recognized the role of traffic 
congestion in declining air quality: 
slower travel speeds resulting from 
congestion severely affect vehicle 
fuel efficiency, causing increased 
pollution. Research Project TTl 0
1358, Analysis of Congestion Man
agement and Air Quality Transpor
tatUm Improvement Projects, enhanced 
an evaluation model developed by 
JHK & Associates. JHK developed 
the model for the Denver Regional 
Council of Governments [Ref. 1]. 
The new model , the TTl CM/AQ 
Evaluation Model, assists in the de
cision-making process for allocating 
funding for projects in Texas' non at
tainment areas (Fig. 1). 

"In working with the metropolitan 
organizations, we saw the need for 
an evaluation tool more applicable to 
local jurisdictions in Texas," says 

Burt Clifton, P.E. , FTW, TxDOT's 
project director for 0-1358 . "The 
model developed by TTl addresses 
the needs of these organizations and 
TxDOT in evaluating projects and 
demonstrating their benefits." 

What distinguishes this model 
from other analytical tools is the 
program's ability to apply the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's 
(EPA) emission factor models. The 
EPA models develop separate emis
sion estimates for each pollutant and 
compare these estimates among dif
ferent transportation improvement 
projects [Ref. 2]. 

HOW IT WORKS 

The TTl CM!AQ Evaluation Model 
evaluates 59 different CM!AQ strate
gies for four pollutants, CO, VOC, 
NOx, and PM-tO. The model evalu
ates projects based on an average 24
hour day, separating the analysis into 
peak and off-peak periods where the 
peak period represents the combined 
AM and PM peaks. 

The menu-driven program guides 
users efficiently through the model 
so they can quickly and effectively 
evaluate and compare results of dif
ferent projects (Fig. 2). Baseline as
sumptions included in the model en
sure that comparisons of different 
travel modes and project benefits are 
consistent. Projects run through five 
analytical modules: eligibility, travel 
impacts, emissions, cost-effective
ness, and criteria weighting . This 
analysis produces a rating for each 
project. Supplementing the rating are 
absolute and relative changes in 
travel and emission criteria that will 
result from implementing a project 
[Ref. 1]. 

( ' 

Project Eligibility Module 
Projects must be eligible for CMI 

~. 

AQ funding under current federal 
law and guidelines. A Federal High
way Administration (FHWA) memo-
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Strategy 
Characteristics 

.--__~and Baseline Travel r-------. 
Data 

Project
Specific 

Cost Data 

FIG. I: ITI CMIAQ Evaluation Model structure [Ref Ij. 

Initial Setup Input Project Data Data I/O 

Retrieve Data Eligibility Travel Data 
Save Data Baseline Data Emission Data 
Retrieve Baseline Only Review Projects Cost-Effectiveness Data 
Save Baseline Only t Eligible Projects Edit Emission Rates 
Initialize Data Files Ineligible Projects tFugitive Dust Rates 

PM10 
Emission Rates 

Baseline Defaults 

Run 	 Reports Exit 

Travel Impact & Emission Only 	 Baseline Data Summary Exit to Pa radox 
All Modules 	 Model Results Exit to DOS 

User Input Data 
Ineligible Projects 

FIG. 2: Overview of the ITI CMIAQ Evaluation Model menu system [Ref I]. 

randum dated 13 July 1995, outlines accepted regional or state TIP cannot 
the eligibility criteria. The project receive CMf AQ funding. 
must be a part of a Transportation Users enter descriptions of pro
Improvement Program (TIP) that jects. The module determines eligi
meets the CAAA requirements. For bility for CMfAQ funding. Eligible 
example, eligible projects could in projects then can go through the rest 
clude: ramp metering, traffic signal of the evaluation model. The module 
timing and coordination improve generates a list of ineligible projects, 
ments, trip reduction plans, or alter also. Users will probably run an en
native fuel incentive programs. A tire set of proposed projects through 
project that would otherwise be eli the Eligibility Module before run
gible but is not incorporated into an ning the other modules. 

Travel Impact Module 
This module determines the effect 

of each project on four key transpor
tation characteristics: vehicle trips, 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), aver
age travel speed, and vehicle idling 
time. Average travel speed refers to 
total travel time that includes delays 
and idling, not running speed. This 
analysis is necessary because travel 
behavior is critical to the emissions 
and cost-effectiveness modules. 

The module considers a number 
of variables. These variables consist 
of: 

* 	baseline travel characteristics (e.g., 
the number of commuter trips) 

* 	strategy-defining parameters (e.g., 
the percentage of employees re
ceiving a transit pass subsidy) 

* 	assumptions (e.g., elasticity of 
transit use with respect to cost) 
[Ref. 1] 

Potentially, the module could re

qlJire users to enter numerous values. 
T~ streamline this process and to en
sure consistency throughout evalu-

I 
atron of different projects, the user 
e ters data on a strategy-by-strategy 
b sis. Since some baseline values 
apply to more than one strategy, the 
user enters the value only once. It 
t~en appears in the data entry 
screens for later projects. 

ITo minimize the data entry effort, 
tlie module includes defaults based 
o the Denver region and national 
a erages. Users must customize data 
for their region, and, when needed, 
override default values with specific 
values. 

This analysis shows changes in 
vehicle trips, VMT, speed, and idling 
time in both absolute terms and as a 
percentage change from baseline val
ues for each project. These changes, 
reflected in both peak and off-peak 
values, become data for the Emis
sions Module. 

Emissions Module 
The Emissions Module quantifies 

the effect each CMfAQ project will 
have on emissions, applying the EPA 
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emission rate models to the Travel 
Impact Module results. The user 
supplies some information for spe
cific projects and can override de
fault values . First, the module esti
mates the baseline level of emissions 
in kilograms per day (kg/day) by 
pollutant type. This baseline is com
pared to the estimated change in 
emissions that will result after a 
project is built. This calculation 
yields the magnitude of the change 
and determines whether there is an 
increase or decrease in emissions. 
The module estimates CO, VOC, 
NOx, and PM-10 for every project, 
unless the project will have no im
pact on a specific emission type 
[Ref. 2]. 

Emission changes derived here 
become data for the final two mod
ules . 

Cost-Effectiveness Module 
While the Travel Impact and Emis

sions Modules indicate the effective
ness of the project, these modules 
do not distinguish the difference in 

. cost between projects. Two projects 
can have relatively equal effective
ness but vary greatly in their cost. 
This module calculates the cost-ef
fectiveness of the reduced pollutants 
by cost per kilogram. 

To determine cost-effectiveness, 
the module divides the total cost of 
the project by the emission reduction 
for each pollutant. The module adds 
the following daily expenses in de
veloping the total cost of a project. 

* 	Labor - The total amount spent 
on labor per day for a project. 
This total includes both employee 
benefits and program administra
tion costs. 

* 	Capital - The cost of facilities 
and equipment, such as vehicles 
bought and bicycle storage lock
ers installed, amortized over the 
expected life of the facilities and 
equipment.

* 	Direct Operational - The cost 
of performing any operational 
tasks required for the project. The 
cost of fuel for additional bus 
miles is an example. 

* 	Overhead - The overhead cost 
of the project. For example, ex
tending hours of operation for 
transit service may result in cen
tral facilities remaining open 
longer, resulting in increased en
ergy usage for lighting [Ref. 1]. 

The module then subtracts ex
pected daily revenue realized as a re
sult of implementing the project 
from the total daily expenses to ob
tain the total cost of the project. It 
then calculates the cost-effectiveness 
by dividing the total project cost by 
the emission reduction separately for 
each pollutant. Where emissions in
crease, the module will not perform 
these calculations because the pro
ject is not effective . The results of 
these calculations become data for 

Travel Impacts 

Percent VMT Reduction 

the Criteria Weighting Module. 
The CM/ AQ model does not com

bine all four pollutants because each 
represents unique issues. Any at
tempt to combine their reductions in 
an overall cost-effectiveness equation 
would lead to an assumption that the 
pollutant benefits are additive. Also, 
the relative importance of each pol
lutant may change over time, making 
it difficult to reflect this change in a 
combined cost-effectiveness calcula
tion [Ref. I]. 

Criteria Weighting Module 
This module develops a rating of 

overall effectiveness for each project. 
The rating is the basis for ranking 
and comparing all the projects to 
each other. Each module result re
ceives a value, or weighting factor, 

35 

Percent Speed Increase 40 

Percent Idling Reduction 

Emissions Impacts 

Percent CO Reduction 

Percent VOC Reduction 20 

Percent NOx Reduction 20 

Percent PM70 Reduction 10 

CO Hot Spot/Hot Grid 20 

PM70 Hot Spot/Hot Grid 10 

Cost-Effectiveness 

CO cost per kg reduced 30 

VOC cost per kg reduced 20 

NOx cost per kg reduced 30 

PM70 cost per kg reduced 10 

Ea Effectiveness 

30 


10 


{" 
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based on criteria important in the al
location of CM/AQ funds (Table I). 

The weighted results of the Travel 
Impact Module, the Emissions Mod
ule, and the Cost-Effectiveness Mod
ule are data for this module. In addi
tion, the module considers early 
project effectiveness in the rating 
procedure . A project that can im
prove emission levels in less than 
three years receives a positive early 
effectiveness value. The weighting 
factors assigned to these modules are 
defaults, but users can modify and 
update these defaults as region pri
orities change [Ref. 1]. 

Project ratings developed in this 
module are the result of the evalua
tion model. The model develops a 
separate rating for each project based 
on the results of each module, not 
on a comparison between projects. 
Planners can then review the project 
ratings and select priority projects 
for construction. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The model meets the current needs 
and priorities of nonattainment re
gions. It provides them a way to de
fend CM/AQ project selection . It 

d provides us with a quick and ef
. fective methodology to evaluate a 
wide range of projects on an equal 
basis," says Mr. Clifton. "Addition
ally, its flexibility and ease of use al
lows for applications in different ar
eas across Texas, as well as throughout 
the country." 
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TQ information is experimental in na

ture and is published for the develop

ment of new ideas and technology only. 

Discrepancies with official views or poli
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implementation. TQ articles are not in

tended for construction, bidding or per
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MICROSURFACING: CORRECT APPLH~ATION WILL 
EFFECTIVELY "SMOOTH THE WAY" 

supports funding requests to the 
FHWA. The model also allows for 
future updates if needs and priorities 
change over time. An added benefit 
of widespread implementation: More 
people using the model will provide 
more data to refine default values. 

"The TIl CM/AQ Evaluation 
Model provides us with a 

quick and effective 
methodology to evaluate a 

wide range of projects on an 
equal basis ...." 

As part of the contract, TTl cre
ated training materials and con
ducted workshops to educate plan
ners, engineers, and others about the 
model [Ref. 1]. Workshop topics in
cluded an overview of the CMIAQ 
program, introduction to the TTl 
CM/AQ Evaluation Model, and dis
cussion of data requirements and po
tential data sources. Instruction fo
cused on the basic commands and 
menu system in the model. Partici 
pants learned how to edit the 
model's tables. They also ran fic
tional projects through the analysis. 

"The TIl CM/AQ Evaluation Mo

by Kelly West 


Associate Research Editor 


Information and Technology Exchange Center 


Texas Transportation Institute 


Texas A&M University 


BACKGROUND 

Microsurfacing is a mixture of 
emulsified, polymer-modified as
phalt, aggregate, mineral filler, wa
ter, and additives. Typically, trans
portation agencies use it to: 

* 
) * protect pavement from weathering 

seal high traffic volume roadways 

* improve skid resistance 

* repair some types of rutting 

It was first developed and used in 
Europe in the 1970s. Kansas began 
using it in 1980 [Ref. 1]. Since then 
several states, including Texas, have 
successfully incorporated micro
surfacing into their maintenance 
and surface treatment programs . Al
though the Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxDOT), like other 
states, has a special specification for 
working with microsurfacing, many 
people still consider it a "new" 
maintenance technique. 

PROBLEM 

Microsurfacing is a fast repair 
method . It can be (and has been) 

~sed 	successfully on high-volume 
oadways where quick repair is 

needed . However, some jobs have 
had problems. These problems often 
stem from scattered or incomplete 
information. Many TxDOT personnel 
are unfamiliar with the details of 
proper use. Other pitfalls include 
lack of experienced contractors andl 
or lack of quality aggregate. 

National mixture design test pro
cedures and standards are still being 
developed. Specifications prepared 
by the International Slurry Surfacing 
Association (ISSA) and by TxDOT 
haven't been fully tested. In the 

Imeantime, some lingering questions 
needed answers: 
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* 	When should TxDOT use micro
surfacing? 

* 	Are current specifications and 
mixture design procedures exactly 
what they need to be? 

* 	What potential problems should 
inspectors look for on a job? 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

To answer these questions, Tx
DOT and the Federal Highway Ad
ministration (FHWA) sponsored Re
search Project 0-1289, Use of 
Micro-Surfacing in Highway Pave
ments. The Texas Transportation In
stitute (TTl) conducted it. According 
to Roger Smith, the TTl researcher 
in charge of the project, the key ob
jectives were to: 

* 	create mixture design procedures 
and tests 

* 	verify the TxDOT specification 

* 	provide the department with 
guidelines for use and quality as
surance 

"We met our goals through exten
sive laboratory and field testing over 
a period of two years," says Smith. 
"The draft procedure, specifications, 
and guidelines were also based on 
evaluation of the ISSA materials and 
on feedback from TxDOT staff and 
contractors present at the field tri
als." 

During the first year of the 
project, researchers worked with 
construction projects underway at 
Hearne, Rockwall, Waco, Brownwood, 
and Brownfield, Texas, to determine 
design requirements and mixture 
performance. Later, the number of 
test sites expanded, involving more 
than ten sites throughout the life of 
the project. The full report (TTl Re
search Report 1289-2F) describes lab 
and field tests and lists evaluation re
sults. Over the last)year and a half, 
TTl researchers have worked with 
the TxDOT Materials and Tests Divi
sion to refine and to fully implement 
new test procedures, specifications, 
and guidelines. 

When to Use Microsurfacing 
Research confirmed that micro

surfacing is effective for: 

* 	restoring skid-resistance 

* 	providing a uniform road cross 
section 

* 	repairing the effects of weather
ing 

The treatment will generally last 
from 5 to 7 years if the pavement is 
in the appropriate condition. "How
ever, if the pavement is not structur
ally sound, or it's showing sig
nificant cracking," says Smith, "mi
crosurfacing is not the best choice." 

Microsurfacing will not repair ex
tensive cracking, especially alligator 
cracking. The cracks will quickly re
appear through the treatment (Fig. 
1). Seal even minor cracking before 
applying microsurfacing. For rut fill
ing, microsurfacing works best when 
ruts are flat and not sharp or show
ing dual wheel marks (Fig. 2). When 
ruts contain upward heaves or alliga
tor cracking, microsurfacing will not 
provide a long-lasting solution [Ref. 
2]. 

Problem Prevention 
Researchers identified areas where 

lack of quality control and lack of 
careful application procedures can 
cause serious problems. For in
stance , when the finished surface 
shows scratch and drag marks , 
tears, or other irregularities, inspec
tors should know that the contractor 
is not providing the desired surface 
characteristics. The research team 

identified key causes of this prob
lem: 

* 	improper strike-off equipment 

* 	improper application rates 

* 	lack of training for crews 

It is particularly important to pre
vent buildup of hardened mixture in 
the spreader box because as it dries, 
it falls into the mixture and causes 
drag marks. When this occurs on a 
regular basis, it usually means that 
not enough special additive is being 
used in the mixture, or that there is a 
problem with the formulation of the 
emulsified asphalt cement. Excessive 
drags and scratches could also result 
if the spreader box is not cleaned be
tween each use and each time the 
application equipment stops. Trying 
to apply the microsurfacing thinner 
than about 1.5 times the nominal ag
gregate size will also cause excessive 
drag marks. 

Another problem area is joints. 
Inspectors should watch closely for 
uneven, nonuniform joints and edges. 
For both longitudinal and transverse 
joints, inspectors should not permit 
excessive buildup, uncovered areas, 
or an unsightly appearance. Figures 
3 and 4 show bad longitudinal and 
transverse joints. Figure 5 shows a 
bad edge. Existing edge markings, 
string lines, and previously placed 
microsurfacing should be used as 
controls. 

Delamination and other types of 
postconstruction deterioration can be 
tied to several different errors. Veg

( 


FIG. 1: Alligator cracking is not a candidate for microsurfacing. 
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Use 
micro
surfacing 

Wheel Path Wheel Path Centerline 

Do not use 
micro
surfacing 

Wheel Path Wheel Path Centerline 

FlG. 2: A comparison of rut types. 

etation, animal carcasses, loose ag
gregate, soil, petroleum, and exces
sive water on the existing surface 
may reduce or prevent bonding be
tween the microsurfacing and the ex
isting pavement surface. Also, 
weather that is extremely hot and 
humid or weather that is very cool 
and moist can cause problems. If it 
is too cool, the emulsion will not 
break or cure quickly enough to al
low traffic on the mixture in the ex
pected time. If it rains on the mix
ture before the emulsion breaks, 
severe damage can result. Hot and/or 
humid weather can cause the tires of 
stopped or slow-moving traffic to 
pull the microsurfacing loose [Ref. 2]. 

"All of these potential problems 

are easily prevented or corrected 
with simple quality control mea
sures," says TxDOT project director 
Maghsoud Tahmoressi, P.E. , of the 
Materials and Tests Division (MAT). 
"So our implementation efforts for 
this research have focused on getting 
the necessary information out to 
those who are responsible for quality 
assurance on a job." 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Specification 
At the conclusion of Project 0

1289, researchers delivered a new 
draft specification using the materi
als and methods approach . Major 

f f . .changes rom prevIOus versIOns are 
detailed in TTl Research Report 
1289-2F. They include the following 
key oints: 

* 


* 


* 


* 


The amount of polymer in the re
sidual asphalt cement can be de
termined by using Texas Test 
Method TEX-533-C or by using 
the new gel permeation chroma
tography procedure described in 
Appendix C of 1289-2F. 

Hveem stability is no longer re
quired. 

Asphalt content should be deter
mined using the nuclear asphalt 
content gauge. (The asphalt con
tent of polymer-modified asphalt 
cements mixtures is difficult to 
determine accurately using vacu
um or centrifuge devices.) 

Aggregates from the actual stock
piles for the job should be used 
for acceptance and evaluation, 
since there is no extraction with 
the nuclear asphalt content gauge. 

The mixture design requirements 
have been modified to match the 
draft procedure found in Appen
dix A of 1289-2F. 

A section on workmanship has 
been added to describe the proper
ties expected in the finished surface. 

FlG. 3: A bad longitudinal joint. 

Joints should be straight and even. 


FIG. 4: A bad transverse joint. Note 
the irregular-looking surface. 

FIG. 5: A bad edge. Like longitudinal 
joints, edge lines should be straight. 
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The TxDOT specificatien cem
mittee has net yet appreved the new 
special specificatien. 

Guidelines 
Originally, appendices ef the 

main research repert previded Tx
DOT with draft use and quality as
surance guidelines fer microsurfac
ing and a draft field ebservatien 
checklist. In a jeint effert to. imple
ment this research fully, TTl's Infer
matien and Technelegy Exchange 
Center werked with Asseciate Re
search Engineer Reger Smith and 
TxDOT's Maghseud Tahmeressi to. 
create a separate field guide fer the 
districts . They also. revised the field 

checklist fer user friendliness. The 
beeklet has two. sectiens : use and 
quality assurance. TxDOT inspec
ters, engineers, and crew members 
can all censult the guidelines as a 
cempanien to. the specificatien. 
Tahmeressi says that it's an excellent 
seurce ef infermatien fer peep Ie 
who. are experienced with microsur
facing eperatiens, as well as fer 
peeple who. are net. TxDOT persen
nel can get a cepy ef the 0-1289 
field guide, Micro-Surfacing: Guide
lines for Use and Quality Assurance, 
by centacting Dana Herring, Re
search and Technelegy Transfer 
Librarian, at (512) 465-7644. 
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NEW WIND LOAD SPECS YIELD MORE REALISTIC 

ANSWERS AND POTENTIAL COST SAVINGS 


from Research Report 1303-IF, 
Wind Load Effects on Signs, Luminaires, 

and Traffic Structures, 
by James R. McDonald, 

Kishor C. Mehta, Walter W. Oler, 
Wind Engineering Research Center 

Texas Tech University 
and Narendra Pulipaka, 

Vertex Communications Corp. , Kilgore, TX 
excerpted by Kathleen M. Jones 

Information Specialist II 
Research and Technology Transfer Office 

Texas Department of Transportation 

BACKGROUND 

Twenty-year-eld data and eut
dated technelegy are the basis fer 
the current wind lead provisiens. In 
the last two. decades, wind leading 
research has develeped and matured. 
Wind speed data frem additienal re
cerding statiens can previde better 
design wind speed values. New tech
nelegies have made pessible a gust 
respense facter. This facter is an im
provement ever the current American 
Asseciatien ef State Highway and 
Transportatien Officials (AASHTO) 
1985 standard because it acceunts 
fer wind gust variatiens. Use ef the 
wind gust facter gives mere censis
tent wind lead respense data fer a 
variety ef structures . Clearly, the 

AASHTO wind lead provisiens needed 
to. be breught up to. date. The Texas 
Department ef Transpertatien (Tx
DOT) centracted with Texas Tech 
University's Wind Engineering Re
search Center to. revise the wind lead 
sectien ef the TxDOT design stan
dard fer highway signs, light peles, 
and traffic signal structures. An en
geing NCHRP preject will make 
similar revisiens to. the AASHTO 
standard. This article will highlight 
significant changes propesed by Re
search Preject TECH 0-1303. Wind 
Load Effects on Signs, Luminaires, 
and Traffic Structures. Implementa
tien ef the preject's recemmenda
tiens will be decided fell ewing the 
revisien ef the AASHTO standard. 

WIND SPEED HAZARD MAP 

Using additienal wind speed 
recerds from the last 20 years and 
data frem 32 recerding statiens, the 
0-1303 research team develeped a 
new wind speed hazard map (Fig. 1) 
fer the state ef Texas. The previeus 
map was based en data frem enly 
nine statiens. The new map shews 
wind speed expressed as the maxi

mum sustained (fastest-mile) winds 
at 10m (33 feet) abeve ground in 
flat, epen terrain. The mean recur
rence interval (MRI) fer these fastest 
winds is 50 years. Expressing the 
wind speed this way keeps the refer
ence wind speed censistent with the 
current (1985) AASHTO specifica
tien. The American Seciety ef Civil 
Engineers standard. "Minimum De
sign Loads for Buildings and Other 
Structures" (ASCE 7-95), has a new 
wind map expressed in 3-secend 
gust speeds. It cannet be cempared 
to. the new Texas wind speed because 
ef the different averaging time ef 
wind speed. 

The map defines feur distinct wind 
speed regiens. The wind speed re
giens are indicated by ceunty, rather 
than by centeur lines. The research 
team decided that pletting by ceun
ties was easier for peepIe to. inter
pret. In areas where recerds er expe
rience shews that lecal wind speeds 
are generally higher than the value 
shewn en the new map. designers 
sheuld adjust the basic wind speeds (, 
to. acceunt fer lecal winds. Base 
such adjustments en seund meteero
legical advice and standardize the 
values fer height and expesure. 
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(mean recurrence interval), and the 
importance of the structure. For vari

rs for all four categories. These 
alues are given in the new provi

1.07 1.11 
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Legend, speed 
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Note: Values indicated are fastest-mile speeds at 33 feet 
~ 90 (145) (10m) above ground for exposure category 3 and are 

associated with a 50-year mean recurrence interval • 100 (161 ) 
(annual probability of 0.02). 

. FIG. 1: Recommended basic 50-year wind speeds for counties in Texas. 

WIND LOAD PARAMETERS Importance Factor 
The importance factor is based on 

The proposed revisions affect three of the expected life of the structure, the 
the exjsting parameters - the Impor probability of wjnd speed occurrence 
tance Factor, Exposure Categories, and 
the Gust Factor. 

) 

Structure Supporting Sign(s) Not Over Roadway 25 

ous pes of structures, the new stan
dard provides recommended MRI 
valu~ of from 5 to 100 years (Tables I 
and 2). The values used in the im
portance factor were developed from 
the wind · speed hazard analysis done 
in Rroject 0-1303. Note that there 
are two sets of importance values: 
one for hurricane, and the other for 
nonhurricane, winds. 

Exposure Categories 
At ground level to about 91 m 

(330 feet), ground roughness reduces 
wind speed through friction. Higher 
up, the influence of ground rough
ness on wind speed diminishes . 
Above 213 m (700 feet), ground 
roughness does not affect wind 
speed. The proposed wind load 
specification adds a new exposure 
category. This category, category 2, 
represents outskirts of towns, coun
tr:xside with scattered buildings, and 
areas with clumps of trees or bushes. 
It falls between ASCE 7-88 Expo
s e Categories Band c. .Categories 
1, 3, and 4 are equivalent to ASCE 
7-88 Exposure Categories B, C, and 
D, respectively. 

Exposure category 1 represents 
normal urban and suburban develop
ment with few open lots. Solid, 
heavy forests would also be in this 
category. Flat, open terrain with 
sort grass qualifies as category 3. 
Exposure category 4 is used only for 
open water or arid, flat terrrun with 
l'ttle ground cover. The researchers 
developed exposure and height fac

* For hurricane zones where basic wind speed is 145 km/h (90 mph) 
or greater and within 161 km (100 miles) of oceanline. 
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sion. Engineering judgment is essen
tial in selecting the appropriate ex
posure category for areas of mixed 
terrain. The choice of a higher cat
egory yields a more conservative de
sign. 

Gust Response Factor 
The Project 0-1303 approach to 

defining gust response factor (GRF) 
is different from the approach used 
before in the AASHTO standard. An 
AASHTO gust factor of 1.3 is, in ef
fect, equal to a GRF of 1.69 regard
less of ground roughness or structure 
size. 

The gust response factor depends 
mainly on the gustiness of the wind 
and a structure's size. It also ac
counts for the effects of ground 
roughness and height of a structure 
above the ground. Gusts are a local
ized occurrence. Small structures can 
be completely enveloped by them. 
Therefore, small structures have 
larger gust response factors than 
larger structures. A structure re
sponds to wind as a unit, so engi
neers will select a single gust re

sponse factor for a given structure, 
using the maximum height of the 
structure. The GRF gives a more 
consistent safety margin for struc
tures located in various types of ter
rain. 

The GRF does not include allow
ances for crosswind deflections, vot
tex shedding, galloping or flutter in
stabilities, or for increase of dynamic 
resonance loading in flexible build
ings. 

EXAMPLES 

In Report 1303-1 F, the research
ers determine the wind loads of five 
typical TxDOT structures using the 
proposed provisions and using the 
current AASHTO (1985) ones. The 
types and conditions of the struc
tures used in the examples are given 
in Table 3. 

The ratio of wind loads using the 
proposed revisions to current provi
sions varies from 0.36 to 1.14. The 
average of the five structures is 0.80. 

The revised provisions provide wind 
loads that are more consistent with 
the terrain and the types of structure. 

SUMMARY 

The Project 0-1303 proposed revi
sions to standard design specifica
tions incorporate new technology in 
defining appropriate wind loads. One 
of the results is a new wind speed 
map for Texas. The proposed revi
sions introduce a procedure that uses 
a gust response factor, accounts for 
different terrain, and makes use of 
the new wind speed map. Not only 
are the wind loads more realistic, 
but, in some cases, the revised stan
dard will specify smaller loads than 
the current specification. In these 
cases, money can be saved in struc
ture fabrication without sacrificing 
the safety or reliability of the struc
ture. 

For more information, contact 
Tim Bradberry, P.E., DES, at (512) 
416-2179. 

UPDATE ON TXDOT METRICATION EFFORTS 

by Tracey Friggle, P.E. 


Construction and Maintenance Division 


Texas Department of Transportation 


HISTORY 

In 1988, Congress passed the 
Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness 
Act, which declared that the metric 
system would be the preferred sys

tern of weights and measures for 
U.S. trade and commerce and re
quired each federal agency to con
vert to the metric system. In 1991, 
the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) developed a conversion 
plan and timetable to lead state 
DOTs to complete metric conversion 
by September 30, 1996. 

TxDOT began surveying in metric 
in February of 1994. All projects 
that were surveyed on or after that 
date are to be developed in the met
ric system. Only projects that were ( 
surveyed before February of 1994 
and that were considered too far 
along in the development process 
were allowed exceptions to original 
FHWA September 1996 deadline. 
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TxDOT was well underway with 
the metric conversion when, in No
vember of last year, Congress en
acted a National Highway System 
bill that gave the states relief from 
the mandate requiring conversion of 
plans and specifications to metric 
until September 30, 2000. This four
year extension came too late for Tx
DOT. Most of TxDOT's metrication 
effort was complete by the time the 
NHS bill was enacted into law. 

TXDOT METRICATION EFFORT 

TxDOT completed metrication of 
and began distribution of the 1995 
Standard Specifications Book in 
March 1995. Over 15,000 copies 
have been distributed. The new spec 
book also includes metric versions of 
the maintenance specifications. 

The design and construction stan

dard sheets are nearly all complete 
in a metric format. The Bridge Sec
tion of the Design Division had al
most 1,000 standard sheets to con
vert to metric. Several hundred other 
design and traffic standards are com
plete in their new metric format. 
About 20,000 person-hours were 
spent on standard conversion. 

Testing procedures have been 
converted to metric. Metric conver
sion has not required the purchase of 
any new testing equipment. Most of 
the newer equipment has the capabil
ity of working in either system. 
Older equipment will be replaced 
with metric equipment as it wears 
out. 

Many pieces of nonelectronic sur
veying equipment were replaced or 
supplemented with metric equip
ment. 

Most of the manuals and com
puter software used by TxDOT em

ployees for design and construction 
have been converted and are already 
in the hands of the district personnel. 
Recently, TxDOT published a metric 
version of Frenquently Used Tables 
in Transportation Maintenance (for
merly, Frenquently Used Tables in 
Highway Maintenance). 

Various training courses have 
been initiated to train TxDOT em
ployees in the use of the metric sys
tem. TxDOT's training program in
cludes courses for surveyors, 
designers, inspectors, and office per
sonnel. The Texas · Engineering Ex
tension Service (TEEX) has adapted 
several of these courses for Texas 
municipalities. TxDOT also partici
pated in several workshops with the 
AqIC which helped inform TxDOT 
Co.b tractors, subcontractors, suppli
ers, and producers about our change 
to the metric system and how it 
would affect them. 
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LETTING 

TxDOT began letting metric 
projects in October 1995. Since Sep
tember of last year, TxDOT has let 
about $156,000,000 in metric 
projects. In fiscal year 1997, we will 
let over $252,000,000 in metric 
projects. This constitutes 15 percent 
of the 1997 letting budget. 

When Congress passed the NHS 
bill, TxDOT was too far involved in 
the metric system to consider going 
back. Time involved for plan prepa
ration from inception to letting is a 
minimum of two years. To remove 
the metric plans from the letting 
schedule and redesign them would 
mean that all these projects would be 
a minimum of two years behind 
schedule. We do not have enough 
plans on the shelf to replace these 
metric plans. If we removed metric 

plans from letting, over $400,000,000 
would be missing from our letting 
schedule over the next two years. To 
delay the letting of these plans 
would be painful to TxDOT, the con
tracting community, and especially 
the road users of Texas. 

OTHER STATES 

A recent AASHTO survey indi
cates that most states intend to con
tinue with the metric system regard
less of the NHS legislation. 
Forty-four states indicated that the 
newest NHS legislation would not 
delay their conversion to the met
ric system. Of the states that antici
pated a delay, all but three, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and Hawaii, 
indicated their delays were related to 
completion of manual conversions or 

other minor internal concerns, not 
delays in their lettings. 

SUMMARY 

TxDOT is ready for the metric 
system. There has been no appre
ciable increase in the bid prices of 
the projects that have been let in 
metric, nor do we expect one. Our 
contractors are ready, willing, and 
able to bid and build in metric. Our 
employees have been trained, or will 
be trained this year, in the use of the 
metric system and are adapting well. 
At this point, a return to the old way 
of doing things will stall the momen
tum we have built and delay 
progress in road construction in Texas. 
TxDOT is ready for the metric sys
tem, and it is our strong recommen
dation that this effort be continued. 

IRF CALLS FOR EU TRUCK CHARGE PROCEEDS TO BE 

INVESTED IN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ROADS 


by Christian A. Michaud 

Program Officer 

International Road Federation 

(Geneva Office) 

The International Road Federation 
(IRF), which represents Europe's 
road builders, says that proposed 
new European Union (EU) truck 
charges can be justified only if the 
revenue from them is re-invested in 
the European road system, and not 
siphoned off to general government 
treasuries. 

The IRF has studied the just-an
nounced European Economic Com
munity (EEC) plans to transform the 
existing method of uniform charges 
("Eurovignette") for trucks that use 
EU roads. Its new proposals call for 
a sophisticated system of variable 
charges related to the pollution and 
the road wear caused by trucks. "In 
line with our EUROVIA program for 
the development of advanced motor
ways in Europe, we fully support the 
EEC proposals on this issue," says 
lRF Director General, Wirn Westerhuis, 
"but with one strong proviso." 

"The philosophy behind the new 
proposals is to make truckers pay for 
the environmental damage and the 
road infrastructure wear and tear that 
they cause. We think this is fully jus
tified as long as the revenue gener
ated will be used to correct the defi
ciencies - including the envirorunental 
ones - of European road infrastruc
ture, in order to reduce congestion, 
pollution and accidents. There is no 
point in the EU or member states 
taking these funds simply to remedy 
their budget problems or to subsidize 
loss-making rail schemes," says Mr. 
Westerhuis. 

"This is what governments do 
with the current massive revenues 
generated by EU road networks. The 
end result has been severe under
investment in European road infra
structure improvements and unfair 
subsidies for railways. IRF studies 
have shown that through taxes and 
tolls, every year road users actually 
pay European governments three 
times more than what all roads cost 
to build, operate and maintain. For 

example, in the 18 most industrial
ized EU and EFTA countries, 1994 
road income was approximately 200 
billion ECUs (European Economic 
Community Units). Yet governments 
spent only 80 billion ECUs on road 
infrastructure. In other words, the 
annual net profi t of the European 
road system is more than 100 billion 
ECUs per year!" 

Under the EEC plan, the existing 
flat-rate Eurovignette would be re
placed by a system of either variable 
vignettes (staggered according to the 
weight and exhaust emissions of the 
heavy goods vehicle category), or in
creases in the existing taxation on 
such vehicles; or additional "exter
nal-cost-related" tolls. The system 
would be applied Europewide, and 
would replace two separate vignettes 
now operating in Belgium, Denmark, 
Germany, Luxembourg and Nether
lands on the one hand, and in Aus
tria on the other hand. The EC says 
the new system will reduce harmful 
exhaust emissions, will decrease 
congestion on sensitive routes, and 
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will generate large infrastructure cost 
savings. 

"The IRF would be delighted if 
all of this could be achieved," says 
Mr. Westerhuis. "But it will only 
happen if the new revenues gener
ated from these truck charges are 
specifically earmarked for road in
vestment, otherwise, perennial road 
problems will simply continue." The 
IRF is a nonprofit, nonpolitical ser
vice organization that promotes bet
ter road and transportation systems 
worldwide. More than 600 compa
nies, governments and associations 
are IRF members, and help in the 
application of technology and man
agement practices to produce the 
maximum economic and social re
turn from road investments. 

For more information, contact 
Christian A. Michaud at 63 rue de 
Lausanne, CH-1202 Geneva, Swit
zerland: 

* 	Phone, ++41-22 731 71 50 

* 	Fax, ++41-22 731 71 58 

* 	E-mail.mailto:irf@dial.eunet.ch; 

* 	World Wide Web URL, http:// The IRF recommends that revenue generated be earmarked to reduce pollution, 
www.euneLch/Customers/irf congestion, and accidents. 

STATEWIDE SYSTEM FOR PRIORITIZING 

BRIDGE PROJECTS TO CONTJ1NUE 


Ralph K. Banks, P.E. 


Design Division 


Texas Department of Transportation 


Fiscal year 1996 marked a first 
for the Texas Department of Trans
portation (TxDOT) - a statewide 
system for selecting federal-aid 
bridge program projects. The scoring 
system, called the Texas Eligible 
Bridge Selection System (TEBSS), is 
based on the simple notion of "ad
dressing the worst bridges first." It 
was developed from research pro
jects CTR 0-439, CTR 7-1911, and 
CTR 7-1945. The author was involved 
throughout this research, drafting the 
initial problem statement and guid
ing the studies as project director. 

The new process replaces the 
practice of allotting money to each 

TxDOT district and allowing the dis
trict staff, in coordination with lo
cal governments as appropriate, to 
make project selections. The main prob
lem with using allotments was that 
bridges in serious or critical condition 
might not be replaced or repaired 
in a timely and coordinated man
ner. For example, District A might 
be replacing bridges that were not as 
bad as some bridges on the same route 
in adjacent District B. This situation 
made TxDar liable if a bridge in Dis
trict B should collapse that was known 
to be in worse condition than those 
scheduled for replacement in District 
A. TxDOT feels heavily the respon
sibility to avoid any such collapses. 

TEBSS helps optimize the use of 
TxDOT personnel and resources . 
Thus, federal bridge funds are used 

more efficiently, assuring that defi
Gient bridges will not remain in ser
vice too long. The final tally of con
tracted bridge projects and the dolIars 
represented after this first year is 58 on
system projects at a cost of $73 million 
and 78 off-system projects at a cost of 
$19 million. Since the total dollar 
amount of these projects represents al
most all of the federal bridge apportion
ments for FY 1996, the process appears 
to have been successful. Consequently, 
TxDOT will continue its use. 

For more information on the 
implementation of TEBSS, contact 
Ralph K. Banks, P.E., DES, at (512) 
416-2173. For copies of the back
ground research reports, contact 
Dana Herring, Research and Tech
nology Transfer Librarian, at (512) 
465-7644. 
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THE ROAD KNOWS: 

AVI IMPLEMENTATION SHOWS SUCCESS 


by Ryan Sanders 


Technical Writer 


Texas Transportation Institute 


Texas A&M University 


INTRODUCTION 

Imagine that you had a crystal 
ball that would tell you where all the 
traffic pitfalls were located so you 
could minimize your travel time 
each day. If you did, you would 
change your route, time, or mode of 
travel to avoid those delays, wouldn't 
you? 

Texas Transportation Institute (TTl) 
researchers are currently working on 
a system that, like a crystal ball, re
veals "unknown" travel information 
- those elusive traffic reports. 

Real-time traffic monitoring sys
tems deliver up-to-the-minute traffic 
information to traffic managers and 
motorists. They rely, in part, on au
tomatic vehicle identification (AVI) over telephone lines to the traffic track ci ty buses and ensure timely 
technology. Texas Department of management center. There, software bus routes. McCasland says these 
Transportation (TxDOT) project, Deconverts the raw data into real-time applications for buses, as well as for 
velopment and Implementation of speed and travel-time information. HOV lane management and for park
an Automatic Vehicle Identification The speeds and travel times are then ing lot access, are all possible uses 
(AVI) System, TTl 7-1958, focuses converted to visual maps and tables for AVI technology in Houston's fu
on refining this technology and on to enable quick interpretation and re ture. 
progressing toward a complete "smart sponse. Once the information reaches Some Harris County toll roads al
highway" information system. The area media outlets, motorists can ac ready use AVI technology to collect 
testbed for this work is Houston, cess it through radio or television tolls. Antennas read transponder tags 
Texas. The system, now having gone traffic reports, the Internet, or road on participating vehicles as they 
through three phases of operational side changeable message signs. drive through toll booths and auto
testing, is well into the implementa matically charge the toll to that 
tion stage. motorist's account. 

HOW DOES IT HELP? "Drivers are gaining real reduc
tions in travel delay," McCasland 

HOW DOES IT WORK? "The system transmits field data says. "AVI saves time and fuel just 
to the traffic management center from avoiding the slow-down and 

The real-time traffic information within one minute of the time it was wait at a toll gate." 
system uses AVI technology to collected, and the data are accurate Clearly, the AVI system delivers 
gather information from vehicles to the nearest second," says William valuable information to traffic au
equipped with transponder tags. An McCasland, head of TTl's Houston thorities and the general public, but 
tennas, placed along designated road office and coauthor of the project's it's difficult to pinpoint measurable 
ways at intervals of approximately 5 first report (1958-1). benefits of AVI, McCasland says, be
km, send out sonar signals that re Previous automatic vehicle loca cau se success really depends on 
flect from transponder tags attached tion systems, such as the one imple what people do with that informa
to the windshields of participating mented by the San Antonio VIA tion. 
vehicles. Computers transmit the re Metropolitan Transit Authority last Traditionally, for example, travel
flected signal's modified information year, used roadside signposts to time information is collected once or 

Some Harris County toll roads are using AVI technology to collect tolls auto
matically, charging them to the motorists ' accounts. 
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wice a year by repeatedly driving 
ections of roadway and averaging 
he times. By contrast, the AVl sys
em provides transportation research
rs and planners with true travel
ime information at all times, every 
lay of the year. If freeway planners 
Ir designers can take that real travel
ime information provided by AVl 
nd use it for more accurate plan
ling and design functions, that's suc
ess. 

fHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
VEXT? 

To refine the AVl system, TTl's 
lext step is to target busy freeway 
nterchanges in Houston - where 
110st congestion occurs and more in
ormation is needed - and to equip 
hem with more AVI traffic-monitoring 
echnology. 

Engineers are also looking for 
vays to make the traffic information . 
110re accessible to motorist - ways 
o integrate the smart highway data 
I1to smart vehicles. One possible so
Ilion is to develop "smarter" tran
)onders that provide two-way com
unications with the roadside antennas. 
Ie first application of that sort is al
Idy planned for large trucks travel
~ through freeway interchanges 
h reduced speed limits. The AVl 
tem will be used to activate a 
'ning device in the driver's com
ment if the truck's speed is too 

'n the past, we've used roadside 
s to warn drivers about speed 
ers," McCasland says. "Now, 

trying to get a little more per
. We'd really like to get the 
to respond so that we know he 

ed the information, understood 
j reacted to it." The hope is 
ch a device will provide a bet
'ning system to truck drivers 
19 at speeds that are too high 
'ailing conditions. 
~ next year of the project, re
's will investigate other ap
s that provide general traffic 
IS for persons with AVl tran

on their vehicles. Future 

work will also take the system from 
using telephone communication to 
direct links provided by fiber-optic 
cable. Maybe someday all motorists 
will be able to steer clear of traffic 
congestion just by looking at a little 
crystal ball - or computer display 
- on their dashboard . 

(512) 465-7644 . For more informa
tion on Houston's AVl system, con
tact Carlton Allen, P.E., HOU, at 
(713) 881-3285 or Wtlliam McCasland, 
TTl, at (409) 845-2515 (E-mail: 
wmccasland@tamu.edu). 

Reprinted with minor editing from 
TTl's Researcher 32(Spring 1996): 

To order TTl Research Report 
1958-1, contact Dana Herring at 

8-10. 
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twice a year by repeatedly driving 
sections of roadway and averaging 
the times. By contrast, the AVI sys
tem provides transportation research
ers and planners with true travel
time information at all times, every 
day of the year. If freeway planners 
or designers can take that real travel
time information provided by AVI 
and use it for more accurate plan
ning and design functions, that's suc
cess. 

WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF 
NEXT? 

To refine the AVI system, TTl's 
next step is to target busy freeway 
interchanges in Houston - where 
most congestion occurs and more in
formation is needed - and to equip 
them with more AVI traffic-monitoring 
technology. 

Engineers are also looking for 
ways to make the traffic information . 
more accessible to motorist - ways 
to integrate the smart highway data 
into smart vehicles. One possible so
lution is to develop "smarter" tran
sponders that provide two-way com
munications with the roadside anteIUlas. 
The first application of that sort is al
ready planned for large trucks travel
ing through freeway interchanges 
with reduced speed limits. The AVI 
system will be used to activate a 
warning device in the driver 's com
partment if the truck's speed is too 
high. 

"In the past, we've used roadside 
signs to warn drivers about speed 
dangers," McCasland says . "Now, 
we' re trying to get a little more per
sonal. We'd really like to get the 
driver to respond so that we know he 
received the information, understood 
it, and reacted to it." The hope is 
that such a device will provide a bet
ter warning system to truck drivers 
operating at speeds that are too high 
for prevailing conditions. 

In the next year of the project, re
searchers will investigate other ap
plications that provide general traffic 
conditions for persons with AVI tran
sponders on their vehicles. Future 
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work will also take the system from 
using telephone communication to 
direct links provided by fiber-optic 
cable. Maybe someday all motorists 
will be able to steer clear of traffic 
congestion just by looking at a little 
crystal ball - or computer display 
- on their dashboard. 

To order TTl Research Report 

,.. 


(512) 465-7644. For more informa
tiorl on Houston's AVI system, con-

I 
tact Carlton Allen, P.E., HOD, at 
(71 ) 881-3285 or William McCasland, 
TTl, at (409) 845-2515 (E-mail:

I 
wmccasland@tamu.edu). 
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